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Tramas

We present "Tramas , an extra virgin olive oil that embodies
the elegant interweaving of passion, tradition and innovation.

Inspired by the typical textures of Sardinia's traditional customs
and its jewels, it transforms the taste experience into a unique
sensory journey. With its light fruitiness, Tramas reveals the

thousand-year history of the lush lands of Sardinia , gracefully
carrying on the legacy of oil production guided by dedication

and the continuous quest for excellence." 
Celebrating Nature and Tradition: Tramas , our golden elixir, is

a sensory journey through olive groves kissed by the
Mediterranean sun. A symphony of colors, flavors and aromas

that tell the story of Sardinia.
Enveloping Olfactory Notes: Tramas welcomes you with a
fresh and vital bouquet. The aroma of freshly picked olives
mingles with elegant herbaceous notes, evoking lush fields.

Unique and Unmistakable Taste: On the palate, experience
a fruity beginning that evolves into a smooth, round flavor.

Light spicy notes dance on the tongue, giving a perfect
balance between sweetness and intensity.

250 ml  500 ml   



Prèndas 

we present : Prèndas , the limited edition extra virgin olive oil from
Oleificio Sotgiu. With its characteristic emerald green color ,

capturing the 'essence of the lush nature of the island this oil is a
real treasure that gives a touch of elegance and refinement to

every dish.
Its production is done with care and dedication , selecting only the

best olives that are grown with passion in our Mediterranean
lands. Prèndas is obtained by cold pressing freshly harvested

olives so as to preserve all their nutrients and beneficial
properties. Let yourself be seduced by its enveloping fragrance
reminiscent of the 'fresh and pure air of the Mediterranean . Its

fruity and harmonious flavor, with notes of freshly cut grass and a
slight spiciness , will give you an 'unforgettable sensory

experience .
Its unique fragrance and unmistakable flavor go perfectly with

any culinary preparation. It is not only a quality product but
also adds a touch of elegance to your table . The Prèndas

bottle is made of fine materials , designed to be proudly
displayed in your kitchen or stylishly gifted to the people you

love

Limited Edition 500 ml



Prèndas 

we present : Prèndas , the limited edition extra virgin olive oil from
Oleificio Sotgiu. With its characteristic emerald green color ,

capturing the 'essence of the lush nature of the island this oil is a
real treasure that gives a touch of elegance and refinement to

every dish.
Its production is done with care and dedication , selecting only the

best olives that are grown with passion in our Mediterranean
lands. Prèndas is obtained by cold pressing freshly harvested

olives so as to preserve all their nutrients and beneficial
properties. Let yourself be seduced by its enveloping fragrance
reminiscent of the 'fresh and pure air of the Mediterranean . Its

fruity and harmonious flavor, with notes of freshly cut grass and a
slight spiciness , will give you an 'unforgettable sensory

experience .
Its unique fragrance and unmistakable flavor go perfectly with any
culinary preparation. It is not only a quality product but also adds
a touch of elegance to your table . The Prèndas bottle is made of
fine materials , designed to be proudly displayed in your kitchen

or stylishly gifted to the people you love

Lattina da 500 ml  



Visit our website 

www.oleificiosotgiu.it
oleificiosotgiu@gmail.com

+393292119644


